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REMINDER:
There is 
NO 

Tuesday meeting 
in December. 

SouthWest Writers
30TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION!

Serving Albuquerque and the Southwest Since 1989

PARTY 
10 a.m. - noon
(Albuquerque Center 
for Spiritual Living)

WHEN:        Saturday, December 7 
       (at the regular meeting)

WHERE:      Abq. Center for Spiritual Living 
     (Labyrinth Room)

TIME:          10 a.m. - noon
It’s potluck, so bring something to share.

• Awards
• Door Prizes
• Cake
• Grab bags
• Writing Games  
• Music by The Jammy Time Band!

HOLIDAY HOOTENANNY!
Dress up in your best boots and crinolines 
and get on down to the SouthWest Writers 
annual potluck and party, ‘cause...

YOU’RE INVITED

AND... 
...the Bring a Guest prize drawing
The more guests you brought in 2019,

 the better your chances of winning!
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Stoke the Creative Fires 
Advertise Your Writing-related Services in the Sage. 

Business Card Size: 2 x 3.5 - $20
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1/3 Page: 3.25 x 7.5 (horizontal) - $50
15% discount for 3 months, 20% discount for 6 months

Contact: Kathy Schuit, Sage editor, 
sage@swwriters.com.
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GIFT
MEMBERSHIP

Do you enjoy being a member 
of SWW?  Has the organization 
helped you achieve your goals? If 
so, please consider donating a gift membership. 
Many aspiring students and seniors, who would 
benefit from a SWW membership, simply cannot 
afford it. 

Students having to pay for college are already 
cash strapped, yet they have ambitions that go 
beyond the classroom. Numbers of senior citi-
zens over 65 live on reduced incomes but long 
to pass on experiences and knowledge they’ve 
accumulated over a lifetime. 

You can help make a real difference in some-
one’s ability to fulfill their dreams. Whether you 
can spare $20 or a full membership of $80, please 
consider donating towards the student and senior 
membership fund today. 

Thank You!
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Carving Out Time
by Sherri Burr
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Enter Contests Now!
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Greetings my friends,
      As I write this on Thanksgiving day, a bright breeze passes over 

my heart.  I came to be part of SWW in 2005 and, from the day I walked 
in, I have received hundreds of gifts of knowledge and personal accep-
tance by the delightful and talented people who come together in literary 
creativity. 

     SWW has been a platform for all of us for inspiration and to im-
prove our skills for 30 years.  That is amazing!  Hundreds of people have 
come to SWW, each looking for a pathway that leads to satisfaction of 
the longing that grows inside their soul to communicate in words a name-

less embryonic inspiration, philosophy, or opinion. Here they find like-minded souls who gladly extend 
knowledge and advice. 

    I sometimes wonder how many of those who have walked through our doors have achieved their 
concept of success, whether it be publishing a book, having their work published in magazines, seeing a 
play they’ve written at last produced, or simply capturing their work and holding it close to their souls.   

   How many organizations can boast such a talented group of individuals who are also willing to freely 
share those talents with others?  One of the delights of this group is the energy and joy that appears when 
we come together. The world is full of angry competition spewing from every direction, so having a place 
to gather where the driving force is a gentle encouragement is truly unique. 

   As we move into our 31st year I look forward to continuing our ongoing dance with the muses.
          Rose Marie

President’s Corner

Congratulations to us all!

GIFTS THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE
When you wrap up a SouthWest Writers publica-

tion as part of your holiday gift giving tradition, you 
really give two gifts: one gift to the person you care 
about, and another to SouthWest Writers’ continuing, 
Writers Helping Writers, mssion. 

Each SWW publication is filled with stories 

and insights written by professional, award-
winning author/members.

Keep SouthWest Writers strong and able to offer 
quality programs, speakers, workshops and classes.

Share  these books with everyone on your list!
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Keep Your Writing Muscles Fit in 2020
with SWW Meetings, Workshops and Classes

Check out  what’s 
already lined up!

MEETINGS

Saturday, January 4
Melody Groves
10 Dialogue Tricks to Make 
Your Characters “Talk Good”

Tuesday, January 21
Jacqueline Murray Loring
International Publication Op-
portunities for New Mexico 
Writers or, My Magical Tour of 
Ireland.

Saturday, February 1
Sherri Burr 
Synchronicity and Perseverance: 
Two Elements to Finishing A 
Project
A second chance to hear this 
inspring talk about a writer’s 
journey of synchronicity and 
perseverance.

Saturday, March 4 
David Morrell
Getting Through It: How To 
Create A Storyline
How does this New York Times 
bestselling author (New Mexico 
resident and Rambo creator) get 
through the plotting? 

Revising Fiction 
Kirt Hickman  
Starts February 6
Meets on eight Thursday evenings
Member Price: $200

Getting Published With 
KDP/Amazon
Rose Marie Kern 
Saturdays, February 22 and 29
Member Price: $79

Writing for Magazines 
Melody Groves
Saturdays, April 18 and 25
Member Price: $79 

Make your Writing Sing With 
Easy Illustrations.
Kathy Louise Schuit
Saturdays, May 16 and 23
Member Price: $69

CLASSES

Enroll in classes at:
southwestwriters.com

or (505) 830-6034

WORKSHOPS

Saturday, January 4
New Mexico Press Women host 
a FREE workshop for SWW 
members and non-members 
to offer guidance for the entry process for the 
NMPW Communication Contest.

Meetings and workshops are held at Albu-
querque Center for Spiritual Living, 2801 
Louisiana Blvd. NE, Albuquerque, NM 87110 
(just north of Menual, entrance is west of Loui-
siana). Meetings are from 10 a.m. to Noon and 
workshops start at 12:30 p.m. 



Look Who Joined SWW in OCTOBER
Have you said ‘Howdy’ yet?
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• Connie Monahan
• Denise Dion

SPECIAL THANKS TO
Connie Monahan

for rounding up her membership 
dues to include a donation to SWW! 

• Krys Douglas
• William Crews McCulloch

Keep the Snack Table Stocked!
you ground it 
or grilled it
or grated it

or garnished it
You shared it.

Thank You

SouthWest Writers members, “Writers Helping 
Writers,”  meet the first Saturday and the third 
Tuesday of each month at the Albuquer-
que Center for Spiritual Living,  2801 Lou-
isiana Blvd. NE, Albuquerque, NM 87110 
(just north of Menual, entrance is west of 
Louisiana). Meetings include information, edu-
cation and networking opportunities for writers. 
Visitors are welcome.

Saturday meetings start at 10 a.m.      
Tuesday meetings start at 6:30 p.m.

Once a month, at the Tuesday night meeting, 
pre-selected member/authors read selections 
from their own work. Attend for the  entertain-
ment, the education and for great conversations.

TUESDAY NIGHT MEETINGS 
FEATURE MEMBER READINGS

ATTEND A SouthWest    
Writers MEETING



T
Last month we began to look at creative ways in which 
you can show your characters’ emotions effectively. 
To recap, we’ve learned to:

1. Use emotional honesty.
2. Convey the source of the 

emotion.
3. Avoid clichés.
4. Use metaphor.

This only scratches the surface 
of what you can do. Wherever 
you see the name of an emotion 
in your writing, question careful-
ly whether you’re showing the 
emotion to the reader, or simply 
telling him about it. Here are 
some more ways to show your 
characters’ emotions.1

5. Use concrete details.
Not bugs, but locusts and flies. 
Not flowers, but crocus, pansies, or marigolds. 
If your character is drinking soda or wine, name 
the brand (real or fictitious). If she’s reading a 
book or listening to a song, name it. Choose de-
tails that reflect your character’s emotional state. 

Consider the following passage, from an early 
draft of my science fiction novel, Worlds Asun-
der. This shows Dana McKaughey’s first glimpse 
of Bill Ryan in the base trauma center after he’s 
been in a terrible accident.

Tubes and wires ran everywhere, to 
machines and equipment whose purpose 
she could only guess at.

Does this passage let you feel what Dana is feel-
ing? No. It shows her ignorance of the equipment 
sustaining Bill, but it doesn’t convey emotion. 
Because she’s not familiar with the machines, I 
can’t describe them by name and function, but 
I can give details to the extent that she under-
stands them. 

Tubes and wires ran everywhere, from 

by Kirt Hickman
Twelve Ways to Show Character Emotions (Part II)

his arm, mouth, nose, chest, and several from 
beneath a blanket that had been pulled down 
to his waist. Each connected him to equip-
ment in his headboard. 

Meaningless numbers and graphics lit the 
display. She heard the hollow pump and hiss 
of a respirator and a series of beeps with the 
rhythm of a steady heart, but she’d cautioned 
herself against false hope for too many hours 
to draw encouragement from the disembod-
ied sounds. 

Instead of wires just running everywhere, they now 
run from specific parts of Bill’s body to equipment 
in his headboard. Instead of settling for “machines 
and equipment,” I describe what Dana sees and 
hears in a manner that reflects her emotions.

6. Use internal monologue.
This example is from Bill Ryan in Worlds 
Asunder: 

Why couldn’t he share that part of her life? 
Whenever he tried, she was just responsive 
enough to make him think he had a chance. 
But in the end, she always kept him at arm’s 
length.

But Bill had resolved years ago not to psy-
choanalyze her behavior. He reminded him-
self of that pledge now to prevent his mind 
from slipping into that self-destructive mire 
of a woman’s emotional logic. Women’s pre-
rogative, he repeated over and over again to 
make himself believe it. Some days it got to 
him more than others. 

This shows more about Bill’s emotional state, 
and about him as a character, than words like 
frustration or loneliness could possibly convey.

7. Use dialog.
Consider this example from a critique submis-
sion.2

[Ian] reached the table just in time to get 
the last slice of mushrooms, olives, and green 
chili, much to the annoyance of his sister.
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The author could have used dialog to show the 
girl’s annoyance.

[Ian] reached the table just in time to get 
the last slice of mushrooms, olives, and green 
chili.

“Mom,” Kasey yelled in her most whiney 
voice. “Ian took the last piece of good pizza.”

“You’re a kid. You’re not even supposed 
to like these toppings.” Ian made a show of 
stuffing half the piece into his mouth in a 
single bite.

“Mom,” Kasey yelled again.

The second passage reveals both characters 
much more clearly than the first, which simply 
tells the reader that Kasey is annoyed. The sec-
ond passage shows, through dialog, how both 
characters respond to her annoyance.

8. Show physical response.

The bodies, when he found them, were 
nothing more than a partial set of scorched 

bones and ash, incompletely cremated, with a 
few melted personal effects. Bile filled Chase’s 
throat and forced him to turn away. God 
damn it! Nobody was supposed to be in there. 
The death count was now at six, and Chase 
had known some of those people. He swal-
lowed the vomit that rose in him, fortified his 
resolve, and looked again upon the victims. 
Both skulls remained intact, their bony grins 
mocking him from the ruins of his investiga-
tion. He imagined the perpetrator doing the 
same from somewhere nearby.

This passage from Worlds Asunder uses the in-
voluntary response of Chase’s body to express 
his revulsion. Without it, the scene contains some 
macabre imagery, but it’s emotionally lifeless.

To be continued…

1. Ann Hood, Creating Character Emotions, Story Press 
Books, 1998.
2. Excerpts from critique submissions are reprinted with the 
permission of the original author.

SouthWest Writers offers a few ways to stay up 
to date with all of the organization’s events, classes, 
and workshops which includes three social media 
platforms to keep members involved with current 
happenings. 

On Facebook, you can find SWW in two ways. 
For the business of SWW, there is a SouthWest 
Writers Facebook page (www.facebook.com/
southwestwriters/) where  members of the organi-
zation, guests, and local writers can find out all of 
the details of upcoming meetings, workshops, and 
classes. Once a person clicks on the “Interested” 
button, Facebook will automatically send the person 
a reminder that they have an event coming up that 
they’re interested in attending. This can be helpful 
for many of our members and any curious attendees.

SWW members can also find organizational in-
formation via our community Facebook page South-
West Writers Online (www.facebook.com/groups/
southwestwritersonline/). This page is an excellent 
platform for SWW members to share their successes, 
links to blog posts, new book releases, magazine ar-

Getting Social With SouthWest Writers
by Elizabeth Layton

ticles, illustrations, book reading 
events, and other writing-related 
items with other SWW members.

If you are a 
Tweeter, SWW 
can be found 
on Twitter too. 
Our username 
is @sw_writers. On this platform, 
SWW tweets its happenings and 
interacts with other local writing 
communities and organizations, 

such as UNM Press and New Mexico Press Women, 
and world-wide writing communities, conferences, 
and relevant events. SWW also follows its members 
to strengthen our community. So come follow us on 
Twitter so we can follow you back.

SWW members can message us through any of 
our social media accounts. If you have questions 
about an event, meeting, or classes we’re only a 
message away. We look forward to increasing our 
interactions with all of our SWW members and 
soon-to-be members. Happy scribing everyone!
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Dear Rambly,
     Almost every story could do with shortening. 
The result is succinct, snappy, and more engaging. 
However, that does not mean you have to remove 
important parts from your story! Here are some 
ways to approach cutting down on your words:

Remove unproductive tangents
     Inevitably when we write we spend time figuring 
out what the story is. The result can be scenes and 
subplots that were important to our writing process 
but don’t add to the resulting story. Unfortunately, 
it can be hard to tell which parts are necessary and 
which aren’t! One helpful tool is to make an outline 
or a diagram. For each section, list:   

• How this section affects the main plot
• Character development in this section
• Information conveyed to the reader in this 

section
• How the mood/tone is influenced by this 

section
•  A summary of the purpose of the section

     Analyze your list to see how much the section 
contributes to the story. Do you really need two 

Eliza Haywood

Answers

scenes establish-
ing that your an-
tagonist is cruel? 
Does your reader 
need to know all 
the details of the 
protagonist’s ar-
gument with her 
mother in order 
to understand the rest of the story? Remove any-
thing that is redundant or that does not actively add 
to the story!
     Notice that the list doesn’t ask “how pret-
ty the writing is” or “how much do you love this 
side-character.” Save parts that you love for use in 
later work; the only thing that should be in this story 
are the things that contribute to this story. You can 
go through this exercise with your sub-plots, with 
your scenes, and even with individual paragraphs 
and sub-sections.

Remove extra wordiness
     Strunk and White say: “Omit Needless Words!” 
Steven King says: 2nd draft=1st draft–10%. Once 
you have cut the fat from your story structure, make 
your words sleek and smooth as well. Turn an eye 
towards your sentences. Every word should have 
a purpose, whether to convey information or tone 
or emotion or beauty or the dialect of your narra-
tor. But you will surely find words that don’t serve 
a purpose. Pay special attention to redundancies and 
places where you use many words where one would 
suffice, but do be careful not to lose your particular 
writing style. 

Here are a couple examples:

A lot of the time Kai felt put out about the way 
that people passed her by without even meeting 
her eyes.
Can become:

Dear Eliza,
My current publisher tells me that I need to make my short story even 
shorter before they publish it. I am not sure how to lessen the word 
count without losing important parts of the story itself.
-Rambly, Apparently
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Kai was often hurt when people passed her by 
without even meeting her eyes.

Once, when the storm loomed on the distant 
horizon and the flower buds on the cacti shook 
with the coming hail of rain, I found myself on 
a stretch of lonely street in a lonely town, setting 
one foot directly in front of the other without a 
place to go.
Could become:
I walked down the street without a place to get 
out of the coming rain.
But you lose much of the sentence’s lyrical nature. 
A better option would be:
Once, when the storm loomed on the horizon 
and the cactus buds shook with the coming rain, 
I found myself on a lonely street in a lonely town, 
setting one foot before the other without a place 
to go.

It’s shorter and smoother, but still keeps the origi-
nal voice.

     It’s hard to set aside your attachment to your 
words in order to see which ones don’t need to be 
there, but your story will be stronger for doing so. 
Good luck!

Sincerely,

Eliza Haywood

Eliza Haywood Answers is written by SWW member 
Sarah Rowe. Sarah is an independent book editor 
specializing in science fiction and fantasy. 
Email her at Sarah_Rowe@outlook.com

P.S. For a bit of practice, see if you can find places 
in this article where I use too many words! Email 
me your comments for a shout-out next month.

...notes from the November meetings.
In case you missed it...

Tuesday night’s meeting 
was off to a great start with 
Dan Wetmore reading from 
his book Blindfold, Beam & 
Blade, which he hightlight-
ed with slides of works from 
M.C. Escher. Then, Sher-
ri Burr talked about some 
of the synchronous events 
that started and followed her 

through publication of her already acclaimed book, 
Complicated Lives: Free Blacks in Virginia, 
1619-1865.

The Saturday meeting panel of  University of New 
Mexico Press editors, Elise McHugh and Bryce 
Emley, and authors, Jack Loeffler and Barbara 
Rockman, delighted members with information on 
how to submit to the academic publisher, updates 
on the number of books published annually, and 
with their accessibility. 

Elizabeth Layton followed with the most popular 
workshop of 2019, Social Media Marketing. Twen-
ty-two members and visitors attended to learn more 

about how on-
line accounts 
can help to 
promote their 
work.

Watch past SWW presentations on YouTube. Links at www.southwestwriters.com.
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The SouthWest Sage newsletter welcomes 
submissions focusing on all aspects of research, 
writing, and publishing in any genre. See past 
issues of SouthWest Sage for the types of articles 
we publish.
Here are four ways you may be included:

Be sure to read, understand and follow the guide-
lines for submission. Submissions that do not 
comply with the guidelines will not be consid-
ered.

• Write an article for the Sage related to the craft 
of writing, getting published, etc.

• Enter stories, poems, or articles inspired by 
the monthly writing challenge announced in 
each Sage.

• Send in a short story/poem/essay of your 
own—on any topic (inclusion in the Sage is 
subject to the discretion of the editor).

• Enter artwork/photographs related to writing 
in general or accompanying your stories. 

SouthWest SAGE

Send questions or submissions to:
Kathy Schuit
SouthWest Sage Editor
sage@swwriters.com

Payment is in bylines and clips. Deadline is the 
15th of the month prior to the next issue. Standard 
article lengths are from 300-1000 words; certain 
Sage Challenges may set more specific word count 
requirements (see the Challenge description box, 
above). Submissions may be edited for accuracy, 
readability and length. Submissions must be taste-
ful; free from profanity, explicit sex or violence, etc. 

Send all submissions as either standard text in an 
email or in a Word document in 12 pt. size. Single 
spaced. Do not get fancy with formatting or fonts.

CHALLENGE AND ARTICLE 
SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

The Sage Writing 
Challenge

Email submissions to sage@swwriters.com

JANUARY

Using no more than 500 words, tell a story in 
any genre that includes the following phrase: 
The carpet wore a floral pattern. 
Read and follow the guidelines below. 
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Organizer Farrier, the slightly-paunchy Dean of 
Almazgorod University, smiled, pleased with his 
efforts. It was only 11:15 a.m., Earth time. Today’s 
public rites had forced him to wear his most for-
mal, saffron tunic suit. He determined to take an 
early, ceremonial lunch so that he could get back to 
prepare for the Annual Parade of the Seniors. Sofia 
would just be finishing with final student consulta-
tions prior to next week’s official graduation cere-
monies, he figured. Might as well make up to her 
at lunch today for his silence at dinner last night, 

by Léonie RosenstielE
The December challenge was to 
write about a SciFi/Fantasy holiday, 
including a meal and at least one 
holiday tradition from the realm.

Explorers’ Day and celebrate Explorers’ Day at the same time, even 
though they usually celebrated at night..

As he opened his 3-D printed, “sandalwood” 
security door and walked out of his inner office, 
something about his bot bothered him. She hadn’t 
seemed exactly right last night when he left, either. 
He’d even gotten the maintenance bulletin about 
her from last night, but hadn’t read it yet. Now, her 
cranial monitor was fixed, intently so, on a drawer 
that she was slowly opening and closing. But she 
wasn’t removing or adding anything to it. She’d 
been fine when he arrived. 

Disrupter beam again. Glad I kept the door 
closed! He thought to himself, then passed his hand 



over a sensor to summon maintenance. Damn Dis-
sidents! He fumed silently. Better tell people to use 
the side door for a while. He strongly suspected that 
the compromised bot had been hacked to pick up 
his words. He was right, although he couldn’t yet 
prove it for today’s sabotage. He made a mental 
note to instruct maintenance to check her carefully 
for spyware. But that could be done after lunch.

Farrier had decided to take Sofia to the Old Sec-
tion, to escape from the persistent reminders of the 
current unrest. It was a place out of time.  At least for 
them. What was that ancient advertising slogan, You 
Can’t Eat the Atmosphere? But, of course, you can! 

Sofia, in the sapphire blue tunic costume that sig-
naled her status as a professor of ancient history, was 
just finishing charming the last student of the morn-
ing into submitting his work on time when Farrier 
arrived to collect her. Throughout their quarter-cen-
tury of marriage, the petite brunette always had to 
look up to him; at 6’2”, he was a good foot taller.

“What a lovely surprise, Will! I wasn’t expecting 
you ‘til later.” Sofia said, beaming as she gave him 
a hug. (She never called him Bunny in public.) 

“Things went well this morning! Thought I’d 
take you to the French Bistro for lunch, to make up 
for being distracted last night.”

“For Explorer’s Day? How lovely! I suppose we 
can pretend it’s the 17th Century and we’re about to 
leave for the New World.”

“New France, Ho!” Farrier cried, as he bowed 
and pretended to doff his Tricorne to his lady. She 
curtsied back. They both chuckled.

They took an express air car to the Old Section. 
Even so, on the way they saw another of those an-
noying Dissident signs. The ones with the text writ-
ten on an image of a huge pitchfork. Stop Growing 
Food! this one read. Farrier gestured toward it.

“Look at that! I’m taking my professor of ancient 
history to a place with old-style food anyway.”

“It’s so decadent, but you know how I love it!”
“Never knew how much I enjoyed these ritual 

meals until I met you.”
“I think the sign-makers are from K-69c. All the 

K-69c students I’ve had for the last five years only 
want to write about techniques for overthrowing 
the established order.”

“Can’t tell you how I know, but I’m beginning to 
believe that myself.”

At the Bistro, Farrier told the maître d’, 
“17th-Century Menu, First Estate version please!”

Farrier always favored the turkey giblets in a 
sage-and-lavender scented consommé first; Sophia 
liked to order the chicken wings à la maréchale, 
their tender little sautéed selves all coated with eggs 
and bread crumbs and finely-diced truffles. “These 
are so amazing!” Sophia exalted. “I know they’ve 
never met a 3-D printer. It’s always such fun, being 
able to eat in a restaurant surrounded by its own 
herb garden, and the growing farm over there, in 
the distance…” She gestured to an area far behind 
the building.

This being an authentic 17th-century Earth 
meal, the only cutlery the Bistro brought them for 
the main course were the silver forks. The serving 
lad brought their meal on silver plates, too. No bots 
here. Presentation was so important! 

Being authentic might be somewhat more dif-
ficult with the main course. But the well-herbed, 
spitted suckling pig they shared fell apart when 
touched, and the cauliflower was perfectly done. 
Who needs knives?

The only thing that wasn’t authentic was the lack 
of wine. Both of them were on duty today.

“What can we possibly do to top off this meal?” 
they asked each other.

 “Back in the 17th Century, madeleines and 
crème glacée were both new,” Sophia suggested, 
hopefully. Here, they were both delicious.

 “Let’s split them!” Farrier replied, delighted 
with that idea.

 To make up for the lack of wine, they or-
dered the café Louis XIV. The Bistro claimed to 
have rediscovered the old king’s own recipe for 
roasting, grinding and brewing the coffee beans.

 When they finsihed, Farrier paid, waving 
the plasma chip in his forearm in the direction of 
the receiver, and they left.

They always finished this Explorer’s Day ritual 
with a unicorn ride at the nearby farm. The spirit-
ed, rainbow-hued beasts were a gift from the colony 
on Scorpios that Farrier had saved from extinction, 
years ago. Sophia always rode side-saddle on her 
pink unicorn, as if she really 
were a 17th-Century lady. To-
day, they didn’t have time for 
a long ride, so she and Farrier, 
on the purple unicorn he liked 
to ride, took their mounts a 
few times around the track 
before heading back to work.
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As writers, we want images 
for our book covers, blogs, 
adverts and tweets. It is so 
easy to break the law if you find the perfect picture 
online. All you have to do is right-click, save it and 
use it. Simple! As simple as picking up sweets in a 
shop and pocketing them.

You probably wouldn’t do the lat-
ter because a) it’s stealing and b) if 
you get caught, you don’t just pay 
the price of the sweets. The same 
applies to using images without 
permission, and there are some 
horror stories doing the rounds 
about the price of being caught.

Why Paid Stock Photos Give Peace of Mind

I’m a writer and a photographer, with a stock port-
folio of 3,500 photos at istockphoto and Getty Im-
ages. When you buy a stock image, you pay for a 
license to use it and have the security of knowing 
you are not breaking any laws. The photographer 
remains the copyright holder and can earn a living 
through multiple small sales. If you use any photo 
without payment (if required) or permission, you 
are stealing from the photographer.

You would be surprised at which photos sell best. 

How to Source and Use 
Photos in Self-published 
Book Covers
by Jean Gill

[A photo of an] untidy wardrobe has earned $400 
and [another of a] swamp hag, which involved a 
gutsy paid model [posing in the swamp], compli-
cated lighting and a unique (!) location – $20. The 
wardrobe photo is successful and the swamp hag is 
not (though of course I love it). If somebody saw 
the wardrobe and thought, ‘That’s just an ordinary 
photo; why shouldn’t I use it – and I’ll pay if I get 
caught,’ I’d lose my income.

Three Options for Authors

Is this a bit heavy when all you want is a little pic-
ture for your blog? You have three legal options. 
You could use a photo that is ‘free to use without 
restriction’ often stated to be ‘under creative com-
mons license’. Here are two of the many sites that 
offer photos free, even for commercial use:
1. Pixabay is a gateway to shutterstock and many 

of the paid stock libraries offer freebies as a 
taster. Help yourself!

2. The New York Library (public domain section) 
is also one of many sites offering free photos. 
Be careful. Some ‘free sites’ steal photos. You 
could be in trouble if you use images these sites 
should not be offering.

You can pay for Royalty Free stock photos. Royalty 
Free does NOT mean free. It means you can use the 
photo in advertising (e.g. book jackets) and combine 
it with other images in any way you want. You can 
Photoshop it to death. Check the license use if you 
have a bestselling print run – you might need an ex-
tended license (usually at about 500,000 copies).

Credit your source where possible and, if you can, 
the photographer by name. These are your creative 
colleagues and, if you use one of my photos, let me 
know and I will publicise the fact! Photographers 
are your marketing friends!

I“Incidentally, photographers still own
      copyright to a photo even if there
      is no name or watermark on it, or
      embedded identifying data.”

From France, Jean Gill of-
fers important advice about 
the right and legal way 
to source images for your 
books, websites and so-
cial media, drawing on her 
knowledge as both a profes-
sional photographer and an 
author, able to see the issue 
from both sides of the lens.

This article was 
originally pub-
lished online by 
the Alliance of 
I n d e p e n d e n t 
Authors and is 
reprinted here 
with permission 
from the Alliance 
of Independent 
Authors and Jean 
Gill. To see the 
original article with 
accompanying 
photos by Jean 
Gill, click on the 
link above.  
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Why Using Your Own Photos Isn’t Always 
Straightforward

The third option is to use your own (or a friend’s) 
photos. You avoid all the legal problems that way, 
right? Wrong. Photos that are fine for personal use 
might be illegal if used commercially, and it is your 
responsibility as photographer (and publisher) to 
obey the law. Your human subjects have rights so 
you should have permission from them before us-
ing their photo as e.g. a book jacket. Some build-
ings are copyright protected so you could be sued 
for using a photo of e.g. the Eiffel Tower at night, 
without permission.

I mentioned ‘Royalty Free’ photos. Every human 
subject in my photos has signed a Model Release 
permitting sale of their photos. There are no brand 
names, logos or copyright places. As a photogra-
pher, you could be sued over any of these issues.

The Editorial Exception

The exception is when you use or sell your pho-
tos as ‘Editorial’. This is photo-journalism; travel, 
news or street photography where you do not al-
ways have model permission. Editorial photos can 
only be used in a reporting context and cannot be 

changed (i.e. Photoshopped or cropped in a way 
that changes the context). Laws vary by country 
but, for instance, even for Editorial, my compa-
nies do not allow photos of one child unless model 
released; several children or a child with at least 
one adult are acceptable.

Because we photographers are lovely people, [the 
photo below] (Romance in Paris) is a gift to you 
from me, free to use without restriction.

Credit is always appreciated and if you let me know 
of any use, I will publicise that – I love seeing my 
photos ‘in the wild.’

Incidentally, photographers still own copyright to 
a photo even if there is no name or watermark on 
it, or embedded identifying data. Those are mere 
reminders to viewers that the photo is copyright – 
they don’t change its status.

If you’re not sure it’s OK, then it probably isn’t, 
so unless you’re willing to go to court, don’t take 
risks. The main rule is to respect others’ copyright 
as much as your own, and to appreciate that a pho-
tographer’s subjects (human and property) have 
rights too. Only use photos you have permission to 
use, in the way that you are using them.

To view Jean 
Gill’s Stock 
p o r t f o l i o , 
check out: 
www.jeangill.
com.

Paris by night 
by Jean Gill – a 
gift. Free to use! 
Credit is always 
appreciated.
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M
The English language is continually evolving. 

Occasionally riven by what seem like minor lin-
guistic earthquakes, the meanings of words shim-
mer, shift and break loose to cascade across the 
verbal landscape. One example of change is the re-
cent disappearance of several words in the spoken 
realm. Is the written following obediently along? 
As surely as night follows the day.

For instance, yes. While yes survives in print, it 
seems to have disappeared from speech, at least if 
one judges from interviewees on radio and TV. No 
longer do people reply in the affirmative to a ques-
tion, but in the hyperaffirmative. Not simply yes, 
but “absolutely!” A calm yes should suffice, but the 
responder appears to find it necessary to agree with 
the questioner as if the matter raised is beyond all 
question or doubt. Nothing like being absolutely, 
positively, certainly sure! 

Alas, there now appears to be no future for us. 
In lieu of future, people have substituted going for-
ward. All future prospects are instead going for-
ward. The future is past.

People have also developed an aversion to the 
word number, substituting amount. A large amount 
of people seem unable to say number. An inter-
viewee on NPR recently attempted a summary 
thus: “…such a rapid amount of time and such a 
large amount of numbers.” That amounts to a ludi-
crous misuse of words.  

And speaking of numbers, take few, several, 
many, large and vast, which have also recently van-
ished from speech, and now appear only in written 
documents. These words could be tarred and feath-
ered with the sticky charge of insipidity. That is, 
lacking in precision, they do not express an exact 
quantity. Any means of imparting number would 
convey real information.

 Words like couple, duo, trio, quartet, and 
so on, specify how many of a thing are involved. 
But such words do not often figure into ordinary 
speech or writing. It is much more straightforward 
and simpler to say one, two, three, four, etcetera. 

by A. Paul Ling
Multiplying Beyond Reason

But there may be times when the actual number 
is unknown, is too large to accurately count (“the 
largest crowd     ever in the history of the inaugura-
tion!”), or the speaker or writer wishes to mask the 
quantity, or for some other reason avoids providing 
specifics. Or, perhaps, they are addicted to exagger-
ation, which easily slides into deception, such as 
“the largest tax cut in history.” 

For those times when we seek deliberate fog-
giness, we have such wishy-washy words as few, 
several, many, large or vast. These words are im-
precise but suggest an increase in number with each 
word. How many people were in the room? A few 

sounds like a number countable on the fingers of a 
single hand, several sounds like more than a hand-
ful, many sounds as if the room is getting crowd-
ed, while vast suggests the crowd spills out into the 
hallway. Yet, their imprecision can be annoying. 
Why not say, for example, four, fourteen, forty or 
four hundred? Unless, of course, the observer for-
got to count, was too busy to count, or spent too 
much time at the punchbowl. 

But gone are those words. They have been re-
placed not by numbers, but by a single word: Multi-
ple. An article says that an organization “…offered 
to settle multiple times.” That is clearly more than 
once, but how often? Weekly? Monthly? Sporadi-
cally?  “Multiple rabbits ran across the yard.” They 
could not be counted since they were multiplying 
as they ran? Accounts of incidents read, “Multiple 

ONE

TWO

MULTIPLE
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sources have concurred…” Here is where some 
real numbers would help. How many sources? Three? 
Thirty? We have no idea how solid this information is. 

Police reporters seem inordinately fond of Mul-
tiple; “Multiple officers at the scene…” Were there 
too many to count, or was the reporter too lazy to 
do so? One reads, “Multiple gunshots were fired.” 
Bystanders may have been too startled to silently 
count the number of shots, but were there many? 
Did it sound like a shooting gallery? One piece 
says “Multiple police officers shot and killed a 
man…,”  later adding, “Multiple police fired their 
weapons…” How many cops were getting in their 
monthly target practice at that scene? The article 
says, “It’s too early to say how many officers fired 
at the man.” Oh, wait. Maybe they were police from 
Multiple, New Mexico.

One report referred to a police officer, “who was 
shot multiple times in 2015…” This poses a real 
quandary; was he shot on several occasions? “I may 
be home a little late, honey. I have a feeling I’m 
going to get shot again today.” 

Or was this a succession of wounds from the 

same incident? And if so, did the surgeons forget 
to count how many bullets they took out? “All right 
now,” says the head surgeon, “stick your hand in 
there and see if you can feel any more bullets. If 
not, we’ll just close up and call it a day.”  

The Albuquerque Journal “Business Outlook” 
for January 8, 2018 reported that Virgin Galac-
tic powered flights will push into “…supersonic 
flight and eventually to multiple times the speed 
of sound.” This is intriguing. How many times the 
speed of sound? Two? Three? Dozens? Hundreds? 
Will it go so fast it will land before taking off?

 Multiple has multiplied beyond all reason. It 
has become the all-purpose word signifying a quan-
tity greater than one. It first erupted on radio and 
TV as reporters unable to count past ten without re-
moving their shoes indulged in this slovenliness. It 
seems gradually to be spreading to magazines and 
has probably already appeared in books. 

Perhaps Multiple is a fad, and like other fads, 
will run its course after having dealt multiple blows 
to good, informative writing.

CONFERENCES 
                                  AND CONVENTIONS

New Mexico Press Women
2020 Conference Early Registration is now open
When: March 20-21 
Where: Canyon Club, the popular site of the 2019 conference
How Much: Register between now and December 31, 2019, for the DISCOUNTED 
RATE of $150 and your 2020 DUES will be included at no additional cost.
The 2020 Conference theme is “Finding the Story: From Investigative Journalism to Mystery Writing.”

Register at http://newmexicopresswomen.org

Left Coast Crime is an annual 
mystery convention sponsored 
by mystery fans—readers and 
authors. Conventions have been 
held from Anchorage to El Paso, 
from Boulder to Hawaii, and 
various locations in between. In 
2021 it’ll be in Albuquerque!

INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION: 
www.leftcoastcrime.org/2021/AboutLCC.html
Each Left Coast Crime Convention raises money to support a local literacy organization with funds 
collected through silent and live auctions, and the annual Quilt Raffle.
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Left Coast Crime
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Sherri Burr, a member of 
Southwest Writers since 
1989, holds degrees from 
Mount Holyoke College, 
Princeton University, and 
the Yale Law School. Her 
27th book, Complicated 
Lives: Free Blacks in Vir-
ginia, 1619-1865, was pub-
lished this year by Carolina 
Academic Press.

The 
Writing 
Life 

by Sherri Burr

C
Every November brings National Novel Writing 

Month (NaNoWriMo), and many writers fall into 
action to write the book they have thought about 
all year long. Some bestsellers have been written 
during NaNoWriMo, but so has a lot of unpublish-
able mayhem. Why wait for November to crash 
write? Why not carve out time to work 
every month of the year?

If writers view their creative endeav-
ors as work, then they should write on 
a consistent basis. For writers with full-
time jobs, this can mean finding five to 
ten hours a week to craft chapters. The 
time might come from waking up one to 
two hours earlier on week-
days or finding five to ten 
hours during the weekend.

To have writing as a 
full-time or only job pres-
ents additional scheduling 
challenges. Writers should 
claim their writing time on 
a weekly and daily basis. 
If your writing time is not 
blocked off on your calen-
dar, it’s easy to say “yes” 
to requests for your time 
because it seems available.

People can find numerous uses for other people’s 
time. I offered a ride to the university to a former 
co-worker who was walking. By the time I dropped 
him off, he asked me to co-author a study with a 
fast-approaching deadline. I politely declined.

Another person contacted me and asked me to 
organize a panel for a conference in Florida. When 
I said I would participate if someone else organizes 
it, she insisted that I should organize it and it would 
only take an hour. People always underestimate the 
time it takes for someone to do something, and my 
rule of thumb is to quadruple the guess-estimate, 
and sometimes even that becomes an underestimate 
of the time commitment.

I’m working on a conference for New Mexico 
Press Women. Even when others offer to assist, I 
have to follow-up and sometimes request informa-
tion more than once. Some people can take days 
or weeks to respond to a request. Sometimes they 

Carving Out Time
never do unless a follow-up request is sent. When I 
later see a person, I’m often told that they saw the 
request for information, did not have an immedi-
ate answer, and meant to return to the email. Not 
surprisingly, they were slammed with an additional 
100 or so emails and the original email got buried. 
That has happened to me as well.

The information world has stifled our ability 
to keep up with all that is seeping into our envi-
ronment. Different from the days of dealing with 
occasional telephone calls and daily mail, we 

now experience items arriving 
by the seconds in open email 
in-boxes, Facebook pages, 
Twitter accounts, and text mes-
sages, as well as Robo-calls 
and junk mail. Most people 

are overwhelmed. 
The challenge to 
navigating the in-
formation deluge is 
to make the craft of 
writing your first pri-
ority. Responding to 
electronic correspon-
dence can be a sec-
ond or third priority. 
If you answer every 
text, re-Tweet, and 

constantly like Facebook posts, you will never 
have time to write.

An advantage to blocking off full days or 
specific times to write, when someone calls to in-
vite you to an event or to set up a personalized en-
gagement, you can honestly tell them that you are 
booked. If the time on your schedule looks blank, 
you will be tempted to add an appointment.

“No” is a complete sentence. You can add 
explanations but most people don’t care about 
the reason, or they will argue why you should 
overlook the reason. However, if writing time is 
blocked off in your scheduler, saying “yes” does 
not remain an option.

Also, take the long view of your projects. While 
February or March, for example, may look empty, 
and tempt you to say yes to an engagement, instead 
think ahead about looming deadlines later in the 
year. In that sense, NaNoWriMo can inspire be-
cause it dares writers to write every day in Novem-
ber. However, writers can carve out time to write 
every month and not wait until the leaves change 
colors and fall of their branches.
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• 2020 Communications Contest
This contest is open to everyone and has many 
categories.

The 2020 Communications Contest is now open. 
Full information is on the NFPW website, but here 
are some shortcuts:

To see the list of categories and their descriptions, click here. The 
category descriptions include information about what the judges will 
look for in each category. With 61 categories, most of which have 
subcategories, there are opportunities for virtually any form of com-
munication entry, including reporting, writing, photography, radio 
and television, web and social media, public relations, and more.

New Mexico Press Women

• 2020 Zia Book Award 
This contest is open to women with published children’s books.

An outstanding female New Mexico writer will be honored for her 
work in children’s literature next spring when her book receives the 
prestigious Zia Book Award.

New Mexican women writers are invited to submit their books by 
February 1, 2020 for consideration for the award given each year by 
New Mexico Press Women at the annual spring conference. To be 
eligible to receive the award, selected winners must read at the award 
luncheon during the 2020 conference on March 21 at the Canyon 
Club in Albuquerque.

The 2020 Zia Award will be given to the author of an outstanding 
children’s book published in 2017, 2018, or 2019.

CALL FOR ENTRIES 
Deadline: February 14, 2020

2020 Next Generation 
Indie Book Awards

Calling all indie book authors 
and publishers—including small 
presses, mid-size independent 
publishers, university presses, 
e-book publishers, and self-pub-
lished authors who have a book 
written in English released in 
2018, 2019 or 2020 or with a 
2018, 2019 or 2020 copyright 
date to enter the most rewarding 
book awards program.

It offers over 70 Categories—
more than 70 awards—with over 
70 monetary prizes totaling more 
than $10,000 in cash, includ-
ing $1,500 cash prizes plus tro-
phies for best fiction book and best 
non-fiction book, $750 cash prizes 
plus trophies for second best fic-
tion book and non-fiction book and 
$500 cash prizes plus trophies for 
third best fiction book and non-fic-
tion book.

If you would 
like to receive 
greater recog-
nition, mon-
etary prizes, 
awards and ex-
posure for your 
books, here is an opportunity not to 
miss. Enter the 2020 Book Awards 
at indiebookawards.com

Writing 
Contests You 
Can Enter

NOW
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53-
Word 
Story 

Contest

53 words 
no more, 
no less

Deadline: 
21st of 
each 

month
Entry 

Details: 
press53.

com

OPPORTUNITIES FOR WRITERS

Sun Symbol Scriptorium
• Fiction, all genres, open to non-fiction, ask us.
• Meets 2nd & 4th Fridays, 4:30-6:30 p.m.
• Albuquerque NE Heights, near San Mateo & 

Montgomery
Long standing critique group gives and receives 
feedback in a supportive atmosphere
Contact: Krys Douglas
krys505@centurylink.net  
(505) 366-9813 (leave a message)

CRITIQUE GROUP  LOOKING 
FOR NEW MEMBERS
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1. First place and possible other winners of the 2019 
writing contest will be invited to give readings at 
book signings at local book stores. 

2. Contest winners will be offered an opportunity to 
read some of their work at an upcoming Tuesday 
night meeting.  

3. Discussion about some members wanting to use 
the SWW logo on their own business cards. The 
board decided to not allow logo usage in this 
manner until the possible ramifications are dis-
cussed further. 

4. Meeting attendance:  Saturday, October 5: 101; 
Tuesday, October 15: 50; Saturday, November 2: 
127; Tuesday, November 19: 60

5. Financials: SWW currently has a net profit of 
$4,877.16 for 2019.

6. Current Membership: 387 as of November 1, 
2019.

7. The board is seeking a new membership chairper-
son.

8. Michelle Auran is taking on A/V activites as Paul 
Shank is leaving the board at the end of the year. 

9. A Business of Writing conference is planned for 
2020, coordinated by Melody Groves

SWW Board Meeting 
Summarized

November 5, 2019

NEW BUSINESS:
1. New Board Members for 2020:

• Brenda Cole – Contest Chairperson
• Jackie Loring – Greeting Desk Coordinator
• Camille Singaraju – Historian
• Léonie Rosenstiel – Media Relations

2.  A Children’s Summer Writing Workshop is being 
planned. Committee members are Pat Walkow, 
Kathy Schuit, and Elizabeth Layton, with support 
from Jennifer Black and Rose Kern. 

3. Holiday party, a.k.a. Holiday Hootenanny is Sat-
urday, Dec. 7, at 10 a.m. It’s a potluck. There will 
be awards, door prizes, cake, grab bags, writing 
games, and music by Jammy Time Band. It is 
also the 40th anniversay of SouthWest Writers.

4. Next board meeting it Tuesday, Dec. 3 at the 
SouthWest Writers office. Current and incoming 
board members will be in attendance.

THE PERFECT GIFT
• Interesting
• Useful
• Can be shared with 

others
• Educational
• Fun!

Copies available at the meeting 
book table or at the SouthWest 
Writers office:  
3200 Carlisle Blvd NE
Suite 114
Albuquerque, NM 87110

KiMo Theater: Fact and Folklore

100% of 

sales bene-

f it  writers!

You’re the meter in our 
poetry,

The verb that kicks our 
action scene,

The event behind our 
hero’s deed!

VOLUNTEERS



• Twenty three (23) meetings annually with 
opportunities for large-scale networking as 
well as presentations by acclaimed writers, 
editors, or publishers.

• Your personal author page on the SWW 
website.

• A link on the SWW website to your personal 
homepage.

• The SouthWest Sage Newsletter – in ad-
dition to providing organizational news 
to members, members are offered writing 
challenges and opportunities to have their 
work published.

• Discounted prices for writing-related con-
ferences, classes and workshops sponsored 
by SWW.

• Opportunities on both the website and in 
meetings to make announcements about 
your successes or personal, upcoming writ-
ing events.

• Discounts at selected local businesses.

SOUTHWEST 
WRITERS 

WELCOMES 
HOPEFUL AND 

PUBLISHED 
WRITERS   

 GIVE TO OTHER WRITERS:
• Invite a guest to a meeting.
• Encourage guests to become members so they 

too can enjoy the many benefits SWW offers.
• Give annual SWW memberships as gifts to the 

writers you know.
• Donate an annual SWW membership or partial 

membership to the  SWW scholarship fund.  

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES:

Annual SouthWest Writers Membership:

Individual: $80
Student: $25 (requires proof of student status) 

Outside U.S.: $75
Lifetime Membership: $750

SouthWest Writers Board of Directors

Rose Marie Kern, President
Melody Groves, Vice President
Kent Langsteiner, Treasurer
Patricia Walkow, Secretary

Sarah Baker, Media/Public Relations
Jennifer Black, Finance

Elizabeth Layton, Digital Media
Dino De Leyba, Membership

Sam Moorman, Facilities Manager
Kathy Schuit, Sage Editor

Paul Shank, Meeting Media and Video
Jim Tritten, Conferences
Kathy Wagoner, Website

Dan Wetmore, Historian/Awards/Scholarships

SWW Office:
3200 Carlisle Blvd NE, Suite 114

Albuquerque, NM 87110
phone (505) 830-6034

email: info@swwriters.com
website: www.southwestwriters.com

Articles and stories are copyrighted by the author. 
Sending them to Sage implies the Sage has permis-
sion to print. Facts, views and opinions expressed 
are those of the authors and do not necessarily re-
flect the viewpoints or opinions of the SouthWest 
Writers organization. SWW does not necessarily 
endorse the advertisers. 

SouthWest Sage
Published monthly by the Board of Directors of SouthWest Writers, a 

nonprofit, tax exempt 501 (c) (3) organization.

The SWW Board of Directors meets on the 
first Tuesday of each month from 6 - 8 p.m. 
at Chez Axel restaurant located on the north-
east corner of Montgomery and San Pedro.  
Members may attend.
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